
Come 
as you are



COME AS YOU ARE

The first icon in history to wear a tie was Duchess

Louise Françoise La Baume Le Blanc, Mademoiselle

de La Vallière, a favorite of Louis XIV. The woman-tie re-

lationship, however, has not always been solid.

Over time, in fact, the accessory became part of the 

male wardrobe, a status symbol, a sign of elegance.

Nothing, today, is more feminine than a tie knot. 

A stylish detail that stands out, with a seductive and 

sophisticated touch at the same time. And no one can 

stop the freedom to freely interpret the use of

garments and accessories. You break the habit;

you are what you want.

There are no women’s ties, the accessory is unique, 

declined in different fibers, fabrics, colors and shapes 

combinable to all looks and styles.



Como 100% cashmere tie.

An accessory of the highest quality made by the 

hands of able craftsmen with fabric woven on histori-

cal looms. The attention to detail and yarn make this 

a unique tie. Available both in dark and bright colours, 

this accessory will add character to any looks.

COMO

01.23                             100% LANA          COMO              



Derby Club 100% silk tie. This Papillo-stitched

accessory is handmade and hand-finished in Italy. A 

striped tie that knows how to impress thanks to its

coloured yarns and stripes. An ideal accessory to 

downplay a formal outfit and add character to a

casual style.

DERBY CLUB

01.23                             100% SETA          DERBY CLUB              



Magic rice grain 100% silk tie. The iridescent effect is 

given by the two yarns blending together and

changing colour according to the angle of the light 

incidence. A precious tie delivering a special glow for 

a dynamic look. Made on historical looms, this

timeless style accessory is defined by a classic touch 

with a contemporary texture. Every Fumeo Carlo tie is 

Made in Italy, hand-finished and handmade.

MAGIC

01.23                             100% SETA         MAGIC              



01.23                             100% SETA          DETROIT               

Detroit 100% silk tie. A tie evoking an embroidery de-

sign and defined by a zigzag weaving which creates 

a feeling of movement, fineness and grace. With a 

pointed end, the knitted Detroit Fumeo Carlo tie is 

just unique. A Made in Italy handmade and

hand-finished tie.

DETROIT



Handmade Los Angeles silk suspenders.

Fumeo Carlo suspenders are assembled by hand and 

exclusively Made in Italy. The striped pattern makes 

it the ideal accessory to add character to your outfit. 

Fumeo Carlo suspenders are handmade and have a 

timeless artisan quality.

LOS ANGELES

FUMEO CARLO                    A22



COME AS YOU ARE

Everest wool beanie in handmade wide ribbing knit by 

Fumeo Carlo. This winter beanie is made with natural 

yarn. Is the distinguishing feature for an eclectic style. 

The beanie is part of the Fumeo Carlo Everest collection 

with the patch recalling the mountain landscape.

EVEREST




